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Abstract

Jupiter is surrounded by intense and energetic radiation belts, yet most of the available in-situ data, in volume and quality,

were taken outside of Europa’s orbit, where radiation conditions are not that extreme. Here we study measurements of ions of

tens of keV to tens of MeV at <10 Jupiter radii (RJ) distance to Jupiter, therefore inward of the orbit of Europa. Ion intensities

drop around 6RJ, near Io’s orbit. Previous missions reported on radiation belts of tens and hundreds of MeV ions located

between 2 and 4 RJ. Measurements of lower energies were not conclusive because high energy particles typically contaminate

the measurement of lower energy particles. Here we show for the first time that ions in the hundreds of keV range are present

and suggest that ions may extend even into the GeV range. The observation of charged particles yields information on the entire

field line, not just the local field. We find that there is a region close to Jupiter where no magnetic trapping is possible. Jupiter’s

innermost radiation belt is located at <2RJ, inward of the main ring. Previous work suggested that this belt is sourced by

reionized energetic neutral atoms coming steadily inward from distant regions. Here we perform a phase space density analysis

that shows consistency with such a local source. However, an alternative explanation is that the radiation belt is populated by

occasional strong radial transport and then decays on the timescale of years.
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Abstract9

Jupiter is surrounded by intense and energetic radiation belts, yet most of the available in-situ10

data, in volume and quality, were taken outside of Europa’s orbit, where radiation conditions11

are not that extreme. Here we study measurements of ions of tens of keV to tens of MeV at12

< 10 Jupiter radii (RJ ) distance to Jupiter, therefore inward of the orbit of Europa. Ion in-13

tensities drop around 6RJ , near Io’s orbit. Previous missions reported on radiation belts of tens14

and hundreds of MeV ions located between 2 and 4RJ . Measurements of lower energies were15

not conclusive because high energy particles typically contaminate the measurement of lower16

energy particles. Here we show for the first time that ions in the hundreds of keV range are17

present and suggest that ions may extend even into the GeV range. The observation of charged18

particles yields information on the entire field line, not just the local field. We find that there19

is a region close to Jupiter where no magnetic trapping is possible. Jupiter’s innermost radi-20

ation belt is located at < 2RJ , inward of the main ring. Previous work suggested that this21

belt is sourced by reionized energetic neutral atoms coming steadily inward from distant re-22

gions. Here we perform a phase space density analysis that shows consistency with such a lo-23

cal source. However, an alternative explanation is that the radiation belt is populated by oc-24

casional strong radial transport and then decays on the timescale of years.25

Plain Language Summary26

Planets with a magnetic field, like Earth and Jupiter, are surrounded by belts of natu-27

ral charged particle radiation. Some of the most extreme radiation conditions are found at Jupiter,28

which makes this planet an ideal laboratory to study how radiation is building up in space. Even29

though raw measurements from satellites in orbit of Jupiter exists, they often cannot be used30

as-is. This is because strong enough radiation interferes with radiation instruments similarly31

as direct sunlight interferes with a thermometer. Here we present results of a careful process-32

ing of data from the Juno mission to get around the instrument limitations. We are for the first33

time able to measure ions in an energy range that was not unambiguously measured before.34

Such measurements are the basis for trying to understand how these radiation belts are form-35

ing. We use this to study the origin of the radiation belt closest to Jupiter. Our results on this36

topic are not conclusive yet but one possibility is that this belt may be made from ions that37

originate from larger distances around Jupiter.38
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Key Points:39

• Ion belts at 2-4 Jovian radii distance have significant intensities from hundreds of keV40

to GeV41

• Phase space densities of the innermost ion belt suggest non-steady state or local source42

• A region without stable trapping exists close to Jupiter43

1 Introduction44

Jupiter has the largest magnetosphere in the solar system and the most energetic elec-45

tron radiation belts [Mauk and Fox, 2010; Roussos and Kollmann, 2020]. It has been visited46

by several spacecraft [Krupp et al., 2004], yet there are regions in space and particle energy47

that are not well explored [Roussos et al., 2019]. Reliable in-situ radiation measurements are48

particularly rare inward of the orbit of Io because the intensity of the electron radiation belt49

becomes so intense that it interferes with the measurements even of instruments designed to50

measure radiation [Mauk et al., 2016; Kollmann et al., 2020a]. Both electrons and very ener-51

getic ion radiation belts cause interference (Sec. 3, Nénon et al. [2018a]). Here we carefully52

analyze the Juno/JEDI data (Sec. 2.1) to pick out reliable measurements despite the contam-53

ination by radiation (Sec. 3). We use that data to study the physics of the innermost radiation54

belt (Sec. 4).55

1.1 From Europa to the Main Ring56

The differential intensity (particles per time, area, solid angle, and energy interval) of57

energetic ions and electrons is continuously rising from the outer magnetosphere, across the58

orbit of Europa (at a distance of 9.4RJ to Jupiter with Jupiter radius=1RJ ) until the orbit of59

Io (5.9RJ ) (Fig. 2, Kollmann et al. [2018a]). We will refer to that region outward of Io as the60

”outer” radiation belt. The Europa gas torus has a subtle effect (depletion by factor < 2) on61

ions with pitch angles of 70◦ [Kollmann et al., 2016; Nénon and André, 2019] because it charge62

exchanges with ions. This effect of Europa is barely noticeable in the mission-averaged ra-63

dial intensity distribution (Fig. 2, Kollmann et al. [2018a, 2020a]). (Comparing non-consecutive64

measurements may give a different impression [Mauk et al., 2004] because intensities in Jupiter’s65

magnetosphere easily vary by an order of magnitude [Kollmann et al., 2018a].)66

Intensities are decreasing toward the orbit of Io. The effect is strong for protons (decrease67

by factor ≈ 100) and weak for electrons (factor ≈ 2). The loss is thought to be mostly due68
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to wave-particle interactions that scatter the particles into the atmospheric loss cone. Electrons69

scatter with whistler mode chorus and hiss waves Nénon et al. [2017] and protons with elec-70

tromagnetic ion cyclotron waves Nénon et al. [2018b]. Other waves may generally play roles71

in scattering and acceleration [Menietti et al., 2012].72

Several discrete ion radiation belts are found roughly in the region between 2 and 4 RJ73

(Fig. 1). They are separated by the minor moons Amalthea (2.5RJ ) and Thebe (3.1RJ ). We74

will refer to them as the ”middle” belts. All potentially reliable ion measurements we are aware75

of are at tens and hundreds of MeV [Fillius et al., 1975; Nénon et al., 2018a; Roussos et al.,76

2019]. Juno/JEDI measures lower energies, nominally in the keV to tens of MeV range. Early77

Juno measurements suggested that there are no ions within this energy range associated with78

the middle radiation belts [Kollmann et al., 2018b]. This would be peculiar as ion spectra usu-79

ally show strong low energy populations. However, the original Juno observations suffered an80

observational bias (Appendix E) and we are now able to present reliable low energy ion mea-81

surements also in the middle belts (Sec. 3).82

1.2 From Main Ring to Planet92

Jupiter’s innermost ion radiation belt is located inward of the Main Ring (1.8RJ ). This93

belt is likely losing particles to the ionosphere [Valek et al., 2020] and to some low extent also94

to the Main Ring Nénon et al. [2018a], requiring it to be replenished with particles at least oc-95

casionally. CRAND (cosmic ray albedo neutron decay) is a common source of energetic pro-96

tons close to Earth and Saturn [Cooper and Sturner, 2018] but it is likely not important in the97

innermost radiation belt as this belt includes significant intensities of heavier ions [Kollmann98

et al., 2017; Nénon et al., 2018a] that cannot derive from CRAND. [Kollmann et al., 2017] there-99

fore suggested that the innermost belt is supplied through the stripping of energetic neutral atoms100

(ENAs) that are produced in the magnetosphere [Mauk et al., 2020], a portion of which rain101

continuously down onto the planet. This process is also working at the Earth [Gusev et al., 2003;102

Petrov et al., 2009; LLera et al., 2017] and Saturn [Krimigis et al., 2005; Krupp et al., 2018].103

However, at these planets the process only leads to an extension of the existing radiation belts.104

It is not proven yet whether this process is indeed able to yield a full standalone radiation belt.105

We discuss this possibility in Sec. 4.3.106

Overall, the nature of the innermost radiation belt and several of its properties have re-107

mained elusive so far. Even determining its precise location has proven to be difficult due Jupiter’s108
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Figure 1. Distribution of energetic particles inward of Europa’s orbit from Juno and earlier missions.

Orange: Measurements by Galileo Probe/EPI [Fischer et al., 1996]. Its “He” channel measures > 350MeV

helium ions [Nénon et al., 2018b]. Red: Mission-averaged measurements by Galileo orbiter/HIC [Roussos

et al., 2019]. The “wdpen” channel measures Z ≥ 6 ions with 50-80MeV/nuc [Garrett et al., 2011]. Col-

ored ”x”-symbols: Measurements by Pioneer 11/GTT. Its C detector measured in the Jupiter environment

mostly > 21MeV electrons [Baker and van Allen, 1976]. Distances are calculated in the same field model

as Juno data. Colors code αcut (see Sec. 2.3). Cyan: Mission-averaged measurements by Juno/JEDI. Its

”TPF0” channel is likely dominated by > 3GeV protons close to Jupiter (Sec. 3.2). Only measurements with

alphacut ≈ 32◦ are selected.
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high-order magnetic field configuration. Significant progress has been made on developing a109

precise magnetic field model [Connerney et al., 2018]. We will show in Sec. 4.1 that this model110

allows us to reproduce features in the data unexplainable with older models. However, we show111

that even with this new model we cannot completely fit the particle data.112

2 Data set113

2.1 JEDI114

Most data used in this study was acquired by the JEDI instrument (Jupiter Energetic Par-115

ticle Detector Instrument) that nominally measures ions in the tens of keV to tens of MeV range116

[Mauk et al., 2013] as well as electrons in the tens of keV to hundreds of keV range. Even117

though JEDI was not designed for this, it also shows sensitivity to higher energy particles, which118

we discuss and leverage in Sec. 3.2. JEDI measures particles through their energy deposited119

in solid state detectors (SSDs) and distinguishes high energy ion species through simultane-120

ous measurement of their time of flight (TOF) within the instrument. Electrons are detected121

through SSDs with a flashing that is no significant blockade for electrons but requires at least122

250keV protons to penetrate. We discuss some more of JEDI’s technical details in Appendix123

A.124

Oxygen and sulfur are only distinguished in the middle of JEDI’s energy range. Depend-125

ing on the used data product, we will either calculate an estimate of the pure oxygen inten-126

sities over the full energy range (Appendix D) or sum oxygen and sulfur counts together and127

refer to them as ”heavy” ions (Appendix B).128

JEDI was operating at the beginning of the mission without its TOF system at closest129

approach for safety reasons. When it is necessary to show measurements for single orbits at130

closest approach, we use SSD-only measurements that use JEDI’s large, unflashed SSDs. These131

counts are dominated by keV ions in the innermost belt [Kollmann et al., 2017] and GeV pen-132

etrators in the middle belts (Sec. 3.2). Because of this ambiguity on particle species, we will133

refer to these as “total particle measurements”.134

2.2 Other radiation measurements135

We set the JEDI data in context with data from previous missions. Many instruments136

saturate in the high intensity environment near Jupiter. We use a version of data from the Pi-137
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oneer 11/GTT instrument (University of Iowa Geiger Tube Counter) [Van Allen et al., 1974]138

that were corrected for dead time as described in Appendix F.139

Also Galileo Probe/EPI measurements saturated near the planet. We use corrected val-140

ues from Pehlke [2000]. Note that several other EPI channels that are not used here are con-141

taminated by electrons and helium ions Nénon et al. [2018b,a].142

2.3 Magnetic coordinates143

We organize the data based on the JRM09 magnetic field model [Connerney et al., 2018]144

combined with the ”CAN” current sheet model [Connerney et al., 1981].145

We organize the data in M-shell, which is the radial distance of minimum magnetic field146

on the respective field line to Jupiter’s center. This quantity is sometimes referred to as mag-147

netic distance. M-shell is identical to L-shell only in a dipole field. We refer to the area of148

minimum magnetic field along all field lines as the magnetic equator.149

The equatorial pitch angle of the edge of the loss cone αl is calculated from the mag-150

netic field Bl where the field line enters the oblate planetary surface and the field Beq at the151

magnetic equator, where the field reaches its minimum.152

αl = asin(
√
Beq/Bl) (1)

Northern and southern loss cone angles are generally different. Unless not explicitly mentioned153

we will refer to “the” loss cone angle as the maximum value of north and south.154

A quantity that is useful to calculate for missions in polar orbits is the maximum ob-155

servable equatorial pitch angle αcut at a respective latitude. As equatorially mirroring parti-156

cles do not reach higher latitudes αcut is only 90◦ at the magnetic equator and smaller oth-157

erwise. αcut is therefore a measure of magnetic latitude that can be immediately compared158

to pitch angle distributions.159

3 Middle Radiation Belts160

This section covers the radiation belts located between the Main Ring and Io that show161

their highest intensities at 2 . M . 4. Data from earlier missions suggest that Amalthea162

and Thebe split this region into 3 belts (Fig. 1). We do not make this distinction here because163

it will turn out that our analysis currently cannot resolve this structure (Fig. 2).164
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3.1 Hundreds of keV ions165

It can happen that particle instruments misidentify the species or energy of the particles166

they are counting. This happens for example in environments with high intensities of high en-167

ergy particles that can reach the detectors by penetrating through the shielding of the instru-168

ment instead by entering through the aperture in the desired way. Measured intensities often169

appear higher in such cases than they actually are.170

The region inward of Io is known to cause such problems in most instruments, includ-171

ing many measurements of Galileo orbiter/EPD [Kollmann et al., 2018a, 2020a] and Galileo172

Probe/EPI [Nénon et al., 2018b,a]. JEDI has the same issues in principle but some measure-173

ments are accurate because the contamination varies with latitude and possibly time. Thanks174

to JEDI’s good pitch angle coverage, and the downlink of event data that is good for diagnos-175

tic, we are able to identify and remove contaminated parts (Appendix A and C).176

Figure 2 shows mission-averaged intensities of cleaned protons and oxygen ions. Note177

that the equatorial pitch angle coverage changes with distance to the planet and that only mea-178

surements at small M-shells include near-equatorially mirroring particles. Because equatorial179

particles typically show the highest intensities, the intensities shown in Fig. 2 may appear to180

rise faster toward the planet than intensities at constant pitch angle. Appendix C details on how181

the data were cleaned and Appendix D on how the mission average was computed. Fluctu-182

ations in the mission-average profiles arise because every orbit covers a different equatorial183

pitch angle range and that not every pitch angle is evenly sampled. These limitations intro-184

duce noise in the mission-average profiles, which is why the actual profiles are likely much185

more smooth than those we show.186

Figure 1 shows that there are proton radiation belts outward of the main ring and an oxy-187

gen belt at least outside of Amalthea’s orbit. These radiation belts include < 1MeV ions. Ear-188

lier measurements were all limited to much higher energies. This is the first time that such low189

energy ions are unambiguously identified in this region and allowing us to provide energy re-190

solved spectra.191

JEDI’s standard data product splits proton spectra into 24 and heavy ions into 15 pre-198

defined energy steps called ”rate channels”. These channels therefore have a coarse energy res-199

olution and cover a smaller energy range than what the instrument is able to measure. Because200

of this we use of another data product called ”event data” that is downlinked with the much201

–8–
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A

B

C

Figure 2. Mission-averaged intensities of 45keV-3.6MeV protons (panel A) and 140keV-8MeV oxygen

ions (panel B) as a function of M-shell (Sec. 2.3). Penetrating particle contamination was removed (see Ap-

pendix C). We only consider measurements with local pitch angles of 80 − 90◦. Panel C: The pitch angle

coverage is systematically changing with distance to the planet. The green curve shows the maximum visible

equatorial pitch angle αcut and red shows the loss cone angle. Center values are mission averages; error bars

show the most extreme values covered by all orbits.

192

193

194

195

196

197
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higher native resolution and the full energy range. We use event data to provide high resolu-202

tion spectra shown in Fig. 3. The price of using this data is that it complicates analysis (Ap-203

pendix B) and lowers the possible time resolution because only a subset of counts is recorded204

like this.205

Figure 3. Energy spectra of protons (left) and heavy ions (right) in the outer belt outward of Io (orange),

the middle radiation belts (cyan), and the innermost belt (violet and black). All data are mission averages

except the black curve that is for a single orbit. M-shell values and orbit numbers are given in the legend.

206

207

208

Figure 3 illustrates that JEDI measures significant intensities of protons up to ≈ 20MeV209

and heavies up to ≈ 200MeV. More energetic particles likely exist and may range to GeV en-210

ergies (see following Sec. 3.2) but JEDI does not have the TOF resolution and detection ef-211

ficiency to unambiguously identify them (Appendix B).212

Proton spectra in the middle belts (as well as and the innermost belt discussed more in213

Sec. 4) are lower intensity but harder than what is found outside of Io. The middle belt pro-214

ton intensity in the hundreds of keV range is lower than in the outer belt. Nénon et al. [2018b]215

suggested that . 10MeV protons suffer strong losses at Io’s orbit because they are scattered216

by EMIC waves into the loss cone. This mechanism results in modeled middle belt proton spec-217

tra that are flat at these energies, similar to what we are observing.218

Heavy ion spectra in the middle belts (2 . M . 4) are similar to what is found out-219

side of Io (except for around 100MeV). This observation suggests that EMIC wave scatter-220

ing is far less efficient for these heavy ions, at least in the energy range considered here.221

–10–
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Figure 4. Mission average of penetrating particles as a function of M-shell distance and αcut. The average

is logarithmic and requires that each bin includes more than 2 samples. It can be seen that the penetrators

appear equatorially trapped and coincide with the middle belts.

236

237

238

3.2 GeV penetrators?222

We define ”penetrators” as particles that penetrate through the shielding of JEDI, typ-223

ically from the side, and trigger its detectors without passing through its apertures. (These gen-224

erally particles are of higher energy than particles that only penetrate the detector and could225

also be called ”penetrators”.) These particles contaminate many of JEDI’s measurements and226

are removed from the data that are shown here (Fig. 2). Yet we keep track of the penetrating227

radiation and show its distribution in Fig. 4.228

Penetrators irradiate the instrument from all directions, meaning that the signal is insen-229

sitive to the instrument look direction and that we cannot determine their pitch angle. Given230

that Juno is usually at high latitudes, we can still use αcut to organize the data. The penetra-231

tor count rates increase with increasing αcut (decreasing magnetic latitudes). This behavior232

is consistent with an equatorially trapped population of penetrators. The closer Juno is to the233

equatorial plane, the more penetrating particles are registered. This suggests that the penetra-234

tors are the high energy component of the radiation belts (not transient GCRs or auroral beams).235

The highest penetrator intensities are found between 2 . M . 4. There is a sharp239

decrease at the Main Ring and only very few penetrators are found between ring and planet,240

where the innermost radiation belt is located Kollmann et al. [2017]. The penetrating particles241

are either > 10MeV electrons or > 3GeV protons, as discussed in Appendix A. We com-242
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pare the radial profiles of the JEDI penetrators with energetic particle measurements of pre-243

vious missions (Fig. 1). A strong depletion at the Main Ring is a signature of ions, not of elec-244

trons, suggesting that the JEDI penetrators are dominated by > 3GeV protons, at least around245

the location of the Main Ring.246

4 Innermost belt247

4.1 Regions without stable trapping248

An initially surprising behavior of the innermost radiation belt is that it does not show249

during every orbit, which could be interpreted as a result of strong dynamics; however, we ar-250

gue that this is due to a combination of orbit and magnetic topology.251

The left panel of Fig. 5 shows particle intensities along Juno’s orbit, projected on the252

plane of Jupiter’s rotational equator. Most orbits in the negative quadrant (x < 0, y < 0)253

show the innermost radiation belt, while it is commonly absent in the positive quadrant (x >254

0, y > 0) .255

The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the magnetic field strength at the magnetic equator, when256

it can be defined. It turns out there is a region (x > 0) where the magnetic field minimum257

on each field line resides inside the planet (indicated as black diamond symbols on Fig. 5 right258

panel). No stable trapping is expected on these field lines. We expect vanishing intensities also259

on neighboring field lines because particles drift around the planet. Such a drift loss cone was260

already observed in Galileo Probe data [Nénon et al., 2018a]. Here we find that also Juno shows261

this behavior and JEDI count rates vanish around these regions.262

Having a closer look at the data from the single orbits (Fig. 6) we find another reason270

for the apparent absence of the innermost belt: Sometimes the loss cone fills the entire field271

of view (Fig. 6, panel C) so that we are unable to sample the equatorially trapped population.272

The JRM09+CAN magnetic field model Connerney et al. [1981, 2018] is unlike any other273

previous magnetic field model in the way that it qualitatively predicts regions where we can-274

not sample the innermost belt. This condition illustrates how valuable a high order field model275

is for studying radiation close to a planet. Even the most sophisticated model currently avail-276

able (JRM09 is a degree 10 spherical harmonic) does not provide accurate timing (Fig. 6, pan-277

els B and C). Also, there are cases where the qualitative prediction is wrong. Some of the high-278

est intensities found in the innermost radiation belt coincide with times where the field model279

–12–
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Figure 5. Left panel: JEDI 1MeV total particle intensity (color coded) projected onto the xy plane of the

right-handed (east) SIII coordinate system. The inner black circle is Jupiter’s surface, the outer black circle

is the Main Ring. ”PJ” labels indicate the orbit number. It can be seen that the innermost radiation belt (red

areas near inner circle) was not always detected, particularly in the positive quadrant. Right panel: Magnetic

field strength at the magnetic equator, shown at the location where the respective field line cuts through the

rotational equatorial plane. Black diamonds indicate regions in the rotational equatorial plane where no stable

magnetic trapping is possible.

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

does not provide valid M-shells, again because the field model predicts that the minimum field280

strength along the field line resides inside the planet (panel D). This may well indicate that281

higher harmonics are necessary to adequately describe the field near the surface of the planet.282

JRM09 uses but 9 of Juno’s 34 Prime mission orbits; a more accurate field model will ulti-283

mately be possible with inclusion of many more closely spaced orbits.284

The qualitative predictions from the magnetic field model suggest that the innermost ra-294

diation belt is not forming and decaying between Juno’s 2-month orbits but that particles from295

the belt only reach the instrument during some orbits.296

The pitch angle distribution is very steep near the enormous loss cone found close to297

the planet (Fig. E.1). Small errors in the pitch angle mapping result in large errors in the ex-298

pected intensities. Because of these uncertainties we are currently unable to determine if there299

are more subtle time dependences, for example if the innermost belt is slowly decaying through-300

out the Juno mission, as we suggest below in Sec. 4.3.301
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A B

C D

Figure 6. Upper panels: JEDI 80keV total particle intensity (color coded) over equatorial pitch angle

(y axis) and time (x axis). Measurements with zero counts are marked with diamond symbols. Equatorial

pitch angles that were not accessible from the respective latitude are left white. The blue curve shows the

edge of the loss cone in the JRM09+CAN magnetic field model. Lower panels: M-shell calculated in the

JRM09+CAN model. Panel A: Well-behaved case where the M-shell is always defined, the loss cone is

� 90◦, and the innermost radiation belt is visible. Panel B: No innermost radiation belt visible because no

stable trapping exists, indicated by the gap in the M-shell values. Panel C: No innermost radiation belt visible

because the loss cone covers the entire field of view. Panel D: The magnetic field model suggests no stable

trapping but we find trapped particles, indicating that the model is not perfect.
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292
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4.2 Spectral shape302

The spectral shape in the innermost radiation belt does show apparent time variability.303

Some spectra are steadily falling with increasing energy, others show a rise in the hundreds304

of keV energy range. The larger energy range compared to Kollmann et al. [2017] reveals that305

the spectra fall in the MeV energy range in any case. Figure 3 shows a mission-averaged spec-306

trum as well as one example of a rising spectrum. Given the uncertainties when organizing307

the data in M-shell and equatorial pitch angle (Sec. 4.1), we currently interpret that variabil-308

ity as an artifact of how we organize the data.309

4.3 Possible physics in innermost belt310

The distribution of phase space density (PSD) over M-shell can be a useful indicator of311

the physical processes acting in a radiation belt. The shape of a radial PSD profile can indi-312

cate whether the belt may be supplied through local source process of some kind or if can be313

simply populated by radial transport of particles from large distances, for example through means314

of radial diffusion [Lejosne and Kollmann, 2020]. According to Liouville’s theorem, PSD is315

conserved along trajectories of particles as long as there are no particle sources or losses. We316

typically observe at all magnetized planets that PSD largely falls toward the respective planet317

Paonessa and Cheng [1985]; Cheng et al. [1987, 1992]; Kollmann et al. [2011]; Turner et al.318

[2017]. Losses at the planet’s surface itself are sufficient to cause falling PSD profiles [Lejosne319

and Kollmann, 2020]. Often losses are enhanced by distributed losses away from the planet,320

for example from neutral gas tori surrounding it and leading to energy loss [Clark et al., 2014],321

charge exchange [Kollmann et al., 2011], or waves that scatter particles along the field lines322

into the atmosphere [Nénon et al., 2018b]. Local increases of the PSD may be caused by a source323

like the CRAND process [Cooper and Sturner, 2018] or the stripping of ENAs [Kollmann et al.,324

2017] that produce new particles, by sudden radial transport for example through large-scale325

[Roussos et al., 2018] or small-scale electric fields [Paranicas et al., 2016; Lejosne et al., 2018],326

or by local acceleration [Horne and Thorne, 2003; Li et al., 2014].327

Phase space density f (particles per real space volume and volume in momentum space)328

relates to differential intensity j (particles per time, energy interval, area, and solid angle) as329

f = j/p2 with the momentum p. Note that at non-relativistic speeds PSD is sometimes de-330

fined in velocity instead of momentum space instead, where a different conversion applies. For331
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our analysis we only use measurements that have the contribution of penetrating particles re-332

moved (Appendix C).333

The critical part in the calculation of f is not the conversion from j but that f should334

be for constant first and second adiabatic invariants that are defined as335

µ =
E (E + 2mc2)

2mc2B
sin2 α (2)336

337

K =

+λm∫
−λm

√
Bm −B ds (3)338

E is the kinetic energy of the charged particle, m its rest mass, c the speed of light, B the lo-339

cal magnetic field, Bm the magnetic field at the mirror point (where the particle starts mov-340

ing back to the equatorial plane), α the local pitch angle between the particle velocity v and341

the magnetic field, λ the magnetic latitude, and λm the latitude of the mirror point. We cal-342

culate both invariants in the JRM09+CAN field model, which for K involves a pitch angle de-343

pendent integration along the field line.344

Ensuring conservation of these invariants is non-trivial as the native measurements of345

the instrument are at fixed values of E and α. The results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen346

that f decreases toward the planet until M ≈ 1.3. f is rising for smaller distances for a range347

of µ and K values.348

Figure 7. Proton phase space density profiles in and around Jupiter’s innermost radiation belt. Different

colors and panels are different sets of adiabatic invariants as described in the legend. The units of µ are keV/G

and of K are
√
nTRJ . The left panel shows that PSD rises toward the planet at the smallest distances for

several µ and K values, suggesting a non-steady state or local source. The right panel shows falling profiles

consistent with inward diffusive transport and losses at the Main Ring and the atmosphere.

349

350

351

352

353
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A rising PSD profile rules out that the innermost belt is a result of steady inward dif-354

fusive transport. The rising PSD profile is consistent with a local source process, supporting355

the theory of stripped ENAs [Kollmann et al., 2017]. Another possibility is that the belt is sup-356

plied by occasional transient but very effective radial transport of some kind. Inferring a lo-357

cal source from a rising PSD profile is only valid for a steady state. The innermost radiation358

belt is observed to be present whenever the spacecraft is magnetically connected to it. Cur-359

rent uncertainties in mapping M-shells and equatorial pitch angles are too large to reliably study360

intensity variations (Sec. 4.1). It is possible that the innermost radiation belt is not in steady361

state but has a slow time dependence on the timescale of years. If true, a rising PSD profile362

may result from a radial PSD distribution that is initially flat or falling toward the planet and363

produced for example by a period of efficient radial transport, for example by a transient elec-364

tric field Roussos et al. [2018]; Lejosne et al. [2018]. The flat profile can be turned into a ris-365

ing profile if losses occur mostly at 1.3 . M . 1.8, the region of the ring halo (1.3-1.8366

RJ ) and Main Ring (1.8RJ ).367

Preliminary analysis suggests the efficiency of ENA stripping is too low to explain the368

innermost belt but that occasional radial transport plus losses to the rings may explain both369

the spectra and the PSD distribution [Kollmann et al., 2019, 2020b]. A full analysis will be370

part of a future publication.371

5 Summary372

• We unambiguously identify protons and heavy ions for the first time with hundreds of373

keV in the middle radiation belts (2 .M . 4), see Fig. 2.374

• The middle radiation belts also include a population of particles that penetrate the shield-375

ing of the instrument (Fig. 1) that we interpret at GeV protons (Sec. 3.2).376

• There are regions above Jupiter’s surface where no stable magnetic trapping is possi-377

ble on individual field lines, see Fig. 5.378

• Jupiter’s innermost ion belt shows proton spectra that peak in the MeV range (Fig. 3).379

• The innermost belt is either populated by a local source or occasional rapid radial trans-380

port (Sec. 4.3).381
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A Identifying particles382

JEDI measures ions by detecting their time of flight (TOF) between passing foils near383

the entrance (start signal) and near the back (stop signal) of the instrument. The particle then384

enters a solid state detector (SSD) that measures its kinetic energy (energy signal). 2D his-385

tograms of counted particle events as a function of energy and TOF are shown in Fig. A.1.386

TOF allows to calculate the particle’s speed. The combination of energy and speed can be used387

to infer the particle’s mass, which should be close to an integer number. Ions with realistic388

masses line up along a diagonal lines in a TOF vs. energy histogram (Fig. A.1).389

protons

heavy ions

p
e

n
e

tr
a

to
rs

Figure A.1. 2D histogram of JEDI event data. The y axis is the ion time of flight within the instrument.

The x axis is the energy deposited within the SSD, which is less than the ambient energy the particle had

before entering the instrument. Left: This data shows counts accumulated on days that include closest ap-

proaches to Jupiter. It can be seen that most counts form tracks along diagonal lines. The overplotted lines

roughly demarcate the regions where protons (lower two lines) and oxygen and sulfur ions (upper two lines)

fall. Right: Same as left panel but only for the region of the middle belts. It can be seen that many counts

deposit 200keV, indicating that they result from SSD-penetrating protons or electrons (Appendix B.)

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

Charged particles passing through matter gradually lose their energy because portions397

of the energy are transferred into ionizing the material. A SSD is able to measure most of the398

ionization part of the energy loss [Knoll, 2000]. If the particle comes to a halt within the SSD,399

the full particle energy can be calculated. It requires at least > 320keV for electrons and >400

8MeV for protons to penetrate through the JEDI’s 500µm thick silicon detectors. (Electrons401

scatter and therefore often effectively traverse more material, requiring higher energies to leave402

the detector. At 1.2MeV 90% of electrons are stopped within the detector, Mauk et al. [2018].)403

The energy dependence of energy loss per distance [Berger et al., 2005] works out in a way404
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that > 1.3MeV electrons and > 2.5GeV protons all deposit the same ”minimum ionizing”405

energy of ≈ 200keV energy into the detector. In environments with an abundance of suffi-406

ciently energetic particles, there will an artificial spectral peak at ≈ 200keV deposited energy407

[Mauk et al., 2018]. Heavier ions have a higher minimum ionizing energy and deposit at least408

3 times more energy.409

> 10MeV electrons, > 60MeV protons, and > 7GeV sulfur ions are energetic enough410

to penetrate JEDI’s shielding and can trigger any of the various signals. Sufficiently energetic411

particles are relatively rare but can enter the instrument from any direction, different to lower412

energy particles that have to enter through the narrow apertures. As the coincidence of 3 sig-413

nals within a constrained time window is required for a valid ion measurement, it is unlikely414

that 3 independent penetrating particles lead to something that the instrument interprets as a415

valid ion [Eckart and Shonka, 1938]. It does happen however in sufficiently an intense envi-416

ronment, like it exists inward of Io. Such false positive counts can be identified by their mass417

having non-integer values. Such accidental coincidences are more likely at long TOFs. That418

such coincidences are indeed happening can be seen in the red area at & 30ns and ≈ 200keV419

in the right panel of Fig. A.1.420

We keep track of these accidentals through a dump channel (called “TPF0”) that keeps421

track of all particle counts associated with unexpected masses. In high radiation environments,422

this channel is dominated by penetrators that do not organize well with local pitch angle. In423

environments without penetrators, this channel is dominated by particles that enter through the424

aperture but may have masses just outside the allowed boundaries. To distinguish these regimes,425

we calculate the count rate ratio in the local pitch angle ranges of 80 − 90◦ and 40 − 60◦.426

For penetrating particles, we require that ratio to be < 2.427

The observed penetrators have to result mostly from electrons or protons because heav-428

ier ions deposit more than 200keV. The radial dependence of the accidentals (Fig. 1) suggests429

that they are dominated by protons, at least around the Main Ring (Sec. 3.2).430

B Calibrating event data431

JEDI’s electronics uses different methods to measure the deposited energy. Below 1.2MeV432

the height of electronic signal from the SSD is used, above that energy the width of the pulse433

is used. Even the latter method saturates at ≈ 10MeV [Westlake et al., 2019]. Overall, the en-434

ergy calibration above 1.2MeV is currently not accurate, which is why the slope of the diag-435
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onals in Fig. A.1 is changing with energy. When analyzing event data we therefore use TOF436

to determine the ambient particle energy.437

When particles penetrate the SSD, the deposited energy typically decreases with increas-438

ing ambient energy. A deposited energy value therefore can have 2 TOF values for the same439

energy: one for particles that stop in the SSD and one for SSD-penetrating particles. Protons440

with TOF< 1ns penetrate the SSD and are expected to deposit < 3MeV, a combination that441

we do not observe. This finding suggests that TOF< 1ns events are not meaningful, which442

is consistent with JEDI’s TOF FWHM at MeV energies being ≈ 1ns Mauk et al. [2013]. We443

therefore discard events with TOF< 1ns. This limits the energy range for which we can cal-444

culate energy spectra from TOF measurements to ambient energies (in space and before en-445

ergy loss in the foils) of < 19MeV protons and < 160MeV oxygen.446

JEDI provides measurements in different formats. The standard product are rate chan-447

nels that keep track of all particles but with low energy resolution. Additionally there are event448

data provided, which only include a subset of the measured particles but have much higher449

energy resolution. In principle, event data counts can be converted to differential intensity the450

same way as rate channel counts. For rate channels the intensity jr calculates as the counts451

of the respective channel, divided by the energy interval of the channel ∆E, the duration of452

the chosen time interval ∆T , and the effective geometry factor G [Mauk et al., 2013]. We mea-453

sure ∆T by finding times where rate data is available and summing over their respective in-454

tegration times.455

We filter the event data with the same criteria as the rate channels (same ∆E energy range,456

no scattering allowed, etc.). When analyzing event data we sum oxygen and sulfur counts to-457

gether and calibrate them under the assumption that these heavy ions are all oxygen. We then458

calibrate the event counts formally the same as for the rate counts. Overall this yields a rel-459

ative intensity j̃e that describes the shape of the energy spectrum.460

The absolute intensity is calculated by multiplying j̃e with the fraction R of particles461

that are recorded as event data. We calculate R by dividing the intensity jr from the rate data462

with j̃e. Now we can bin the event data with higher energy resolution and count the events463

Ne within a smaller energy interval, δE as for the rate channels. The absolute intensity je from464

the event data is then465

je =
NeR

δE ∆TG
(B.1)466
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We construct mission-averaged event-based spectra by first compiling spectra for the in-467

bound and outbound legs of each orbit. Bins that have less than 10 events are discarded. In468

the region of the middle belts we discard data around the minimum ionizing energy to avoid469

considering penetrators (Appendix B). The mission average uses the logarithm of the single470

spectra and requires that each bin was populated during at least 4 orbits.471

C Removing penetrating radiation472

Counts that result from penetrating particles (Appendix B) do not organize by pitch an-473

gle. Such false counts are approximately the same no matter in which direction the instrument474

is pointing. This condition means that penetrating particles will lead to similar count rates for475

all pitch angles, including the loss cone [Mauk et al., 2016]. The loss cone is empty for all en-476

ergies (Fig. C.1, upper panel) when observing magnetically trapped particles. If intensities in-477

side and outside of the loss cone are found to be similar at a given energy (Fig. C.1, lower478

panel), this is an indication that the respective measurements may be contaminated. We re-479

quire that the linear averages of each loss cone is at least a factor of 10 below the linear av-480

erage of the remaining pitch angle range. If this is not the case or if only data within the loss481

cone is covered, we remove particles at this energy and species for all pitch angles. This anal-482

ysis is done energy by energy. We find that high energy measurements are usually more ro-483

bust because the time of flight is shorter so that there is less chance for accidental coincidence.484

The cleaning process used here is meant to be as rigorous as possible. We prefer to have494

less data over possibly contaminated data. The process also removes times where the loss cone495

is populated due to a physical reason like auroral acceleration of some kind [Mauk et al., 2018;496

Paranicas et al., 2018]. If the loss cone is not observable due to spacecraft attitude and orbit,497

we also remove the data. A comparison between the complete and the cleaned data set can498

be found in Fig. C.2.499

D Averaging over the mission505

Figure 2 shows measurements that were cleaned as described in Appendix C and where506

we averaged the data over the Juno mission. Averaging is complicated by the fact that the chan-507

nel definitions changed on 2019 DOY 127 UTC 21. Since then JEDI provides heavy ion chan-508

nels up to 160MeV instead of the earlier used 8 MeV. Before averaging, we therefore need509

to interpolate the new channel definitions onto the old definitions. No extrapolation is done510

in our analysis.511
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Figure C.1. Proton intensity distribution (color coded) plotted as a function of energy and equatorial pitch

angle at two example times. White space oriented vertically corresponds to an equatorial pitch angle range

that was not covered because Juno was at too high latitudes. The horizontal white region represents the tran-

sition in how energies are measured by JEDI. Blue vertical lines indicate the min, median, and maximum

loss cone values during the respective interval for the northern and southern hemisphere. Upper panel: In this

example there are no significant intensities inside of the loss cone, consistent with a reliable measurement of

trapped protons that enter through the aperture. Lower panel: Significant intensities within the loss cone may

indicate that particles penetrate through the instrument shielding and are falsely identified as field-aligned

<MeV protons. The higher energies are still reliable in this case.
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A B C

Figure C.2. Mission averaged proton intensities using different filters. Column A: Median of all data, in-

cluding penetrating particles misidentified as ≈ 200keV protons. Column B: Penetrating particles removed as

described in Appendix C. This data set is in parts dominated by measurements in the loss cone that show near

zero counts. Column C: Measurements near the loss cone removed as described in Appendix D. This column

is identical to what is shown in Fig. 2.

500

501

502

503

504

JEDI is able to measure oxygen and sulfur from < 140keV to ≈ 160MeV but can dis-512

tinguish these two species only from ≈ 300keV to approx15MeV. In order to approximate513

an oxygen channel spectrum over the full energy range, we determine the O/S count rate ra-514

tio at intermediate energies and use it to scale the indistinguishable O+S counts at high and515

low energies.516

The cleaning procedure described in Appendix C removes most samples (in energy and517

time) of contaminated data but is not perfect due to uncertainties in the magnetic field model.518

These uncertainties can lead to a misidentification of un/contaminated intervals. We use the519

median average to avoid that large outliers dominate the result.520

The median of the cleaned data shows a large number of zero measurements (see Fig.521

C.2, column B), likely from data that were taken in the actual loss cone even though the field522

model suggests otherwise. We therefore add an additional filter before averaging that removes523

data that were taken close to the modeled (but uncertain) loss cone location. Specifically we524

require that αcut − αl ≥ 5◦ and αcut/αl ≥ 1.5.525
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E High latitudes mostly capture loss cone526

Figure E.1 shows proton intensities for the inbound and outbound legs of one orbit. It527

can be seen that only the inbound part of the orbit shows significant intensities in the 2 < M <528

4 range, while the outbound part shows no signatures of the radiation belts in this region. The529

lower panels in the figure show pitch angles. It can be seen that inbound and outbound dif-530

fer in the covered equatorial pitch angles αcut. In the pass without radiation belt signature,531

we find that αcut ≈ αl, meaning that JEDI was mostly observing the loss cone, where usu-532

ally no particles are found (unless some auroral process is involved).533

Note that the loss cone in reality is no sharp boundary because also Jupiter’s surface has534

no sharp boundary. Instead there is a steep but still gradual slope in the pitch angle distribu-535

tion [Kollmann et al., 2017; Mauk et al., 2016]. The smaller the pitch angle, the higher the max-536

imum atmospheric density the particles are exposed to and the lower their intensity is. The537

pitch angle distribution near the loss cone is therefore a representation of the atmospheric den-538

sity profile and could be used in the future to constrain it like for Saturn [Kollmann et al., 2018b].539

Figure E.1 shows a typical behavior. Orbits without radiation belt signatures have the540

observational bias of mostly measuring the loss cone. Orbits with radiation belt signature on541

the other hand may be contaminated.542

F Pioneer data551

Data from the Pioneer 11/GTT instrument [Van Allen et al., 1974] are available through552

the planetary data system. These data have the dead time corrections from the original pub-553

lications [Van Allen et al., 1975] undone and an updated correction applied. Iowa’s GTT uses554

Geiger-Müller counters, the classical example of a detector that has a dead time and is par-555

alyzable. The latter means that for rising true rates the counted rates eventually plateau and556

then decrease. Detectors A, B, C, and G use identical types of Geiger-Müller tubes with dif-557

ferent shielding. Detectors B and C (the latter is shown in Fig. 2) plateau at Jupiter. Labora-558

tory calibration of these tubes showed that the measured rates saturate at different values de-559

pending on the radiation. The plateau observed at Jupiter was in-between the plateaus observed560

in the laboratory. Because dead time corrections are very sensitive to the exact value where561

saturation occurs, a curve was constructed that fits the in-flight maximum rate at Jupiter. This562

curve was used to correct the data available in the PDS.563
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Figure E.1. Upper panels: Intensities (color coded) of 170keV-160MeV oxygen ions as a function of en-

ergy (y axis) and M-shell distance to Jupiter (x axis). Diamond signals mark measurements with zero counts.

Lower panels: The maximum observable pitch angle αcut at Juno’s latitude (green) and the loss cone angle

αl (red). The middle radiation belts at 2 < M < 4 only show when measurements far from the loss cone

are available (right panels). The radiation belts appear absent when the orbital geometry only allows to mea-

sure close or within the loss cone (left panels). Data were not cleaned for penetrators and therefore particle

energy and species are partly misidentified in the middle radiation belts. See Fig. 2B for cleaned oxygen

measurements.
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547
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Also this correction is not perfect and sometimes yields > 31MeV electron fluxes that564

exceed the > 21MeV electron fluxes, which is usually not observed for electrons at Jupiter565

[Garrett et al., 2016; Kollmann et al., 2018a]. In such cases we revert back to the originally566

published values where this issue does not exist.567
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